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NEWS LETTER NO 34

Memories of Slovenia                                
1) Bled Cake they even have a drive in for it. 
2) Radio station SI half the programs and the traffic information are in
    English. 
3) Slovenia has good roads. Except where they go to tourist Croatia. 

(They still don't like each other)
4) The camp site security guard wearing a GUN.

Update 7/6/2014 Ossiacher see (Austria)
         It's nice to be back in neat, tidy and organised Austria. We are in 
the southern lakes near Villack on Ossiacher (lake), and once again we 
have been very lucky with our pitch. We paid an extra 2.50 Euro on top 
of our A.C.S.I. Discount rate, to get this lakeside view and BOY is it 
worth it.
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The lake is about 25 ml around, which for 2 old codgers is too far for a 
days stroll. Lucky there is a ferry which pushes it's nose into the reeds 
on the site. It took us to the opposite side of the lake where we walked 
back clockwise one day anti another. 12 ½ ml just right for a wine 
drinking cigar smoking pensioner.

We had a great lunch stop in a observation tower on a nature reserve.
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Dislike of the day
                           The whole day
We bought a new water container,     it didn't do what we expected.
I bought a new pipe,                       it broke.
We bought inter net access,               It would not work

The moral of today is,                     DON'T BUY ANYTHING.

Update  8/6/2014 Millstatter see
            Another day another lake, Millstatter see is about 20ml 
around with 10 ml of it on forest track which we biked in a temp of 
34c. It was lovely and cool in the forest but there was some very steep 
tracks. It is a public holiday weekend here and Sunday was there 
summer festival, where we enjoyed a couple of beers and a very strange 
sweet flat donut covered with sugar and jam. (yummy).
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Optimism.
           A German using a N S U  R80 car with a Wankle engine to 
tow a caravan  (he did have his bonnet wedged open)

Camper bit
       Campers are like houses they require maintenance, recently we 
have had the following problems. Mostly due to the state of the roads in 
Italy, even the motorways have pot holes. At time we felt the camper 
was going to rattle itself to bits.
One element has gone in the water heater
A catch came loose on a cupboard.
A light fitting retaining clip broke off. (now held up with blue tac)
The kitchen tap leaking.
A cupboard door has broken it's hinge bracket. (now under bed)

        IT'S NOT ALL WINE AND CIGARS IN PARADISE.
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My Images
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Wendy's images
Snow on a summer evening. Courtesy of Black Poplar seed heads.

The little Dusky Crane's – Bill
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